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Hugo, MN – JP Enterprises, Inc., a recognized name in firearm 
manufacturing, is pleased to announce the launch of the JPRFX™ 
Semiautomatic Precision Rimfire Rifle. Designed for demanding 
competition use in NRL22 and PRS Rimfire, this new rifle offers a 
blend of components aimed at capturing the speed advantage of a 
semi-auto without sacrificing accuracy and reliability.

Developed over three years of match usage by JP founder John Paul, the JPRFX™ provides a 
competition-dedicated platform with key features to meet the needs of the expert rimfire shooter:

LMOS™ Rimfire Bolt Assembly: Manufactured from QPQ stainless steel, JP’s rimfire 
operating system features critical geometry and parts relationships refined to minimize 
ignition failures while lightening cuts provide for rapid cycling.  This attention to design and 
manufacturing has made JP rimfires a preferred choice for top shooters in Steel Challenge and 
Rimfire Challenge events.

Precision Rimfire Extreme Bull Barrel: The JPRFX™ incorporates a premium rimfire bull 
barrel validated for its precision manufacturing. The 18” suppressor-ready barrel undergoes 
meticulous air gauging within .0003”, with bore uniformity not varying beyond .0001” for the 
entire length. Stress-relieved and lapped to a pristine bore polish, the barrel is crafted for 
precision.

“The first time I showed up at a PRS event with the JPRFX™, suffice it to say, it was not taken 
seriously,” said John Paul.  “The attitude changed quickly when they saw it in action, and many 
saw the potential.  I’m excited for other shooters in these games to enjoy the competitive edge 
this rifle offers.”

The JPRFX™ is available as a complete rifle on either of JP’s semi-monolithic billet receiver 
platforms, the side-charge SCI-20™ or top-charge CTR-02™, which both offer maximum support 
with the company’s Thermo-Fit™ barrel installation.  Each rifle includes JP’s Enhanced .22 Bolt 
Catch for last-round lockback with the user’s choice of AR-style magazines.  Custom rifles can be 
configured in JP’s online Rifle Builder.  For more information, please visit www.jprifles.com.



About JP Enterprises

The product of company founder, John Paul’s 40+ years of recreational and professional shooting 
experience, JP Enterprises is a family-owned designer and manufacturer of premium AR rifles and 
innovative components for duty, competition and recreational use.  JP designs are influenced by 
cooperation with professional shooters in most every firearm-related field as well as by hundreds 
of hours spent each year by JP engineers and employees in rigorous, top-level competitions 
around the country.  Innovating and refining to meet these practical demands has made JP rifles 
the benchmark of quality AR engineering and performance.

For more information on JP Enterprises, visit their website at www.jprifles.com and keep up to 
date on the newest JP developments by following JPRifles on Facebook, YouTube and Instagram.  


